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HiFuture FlyBuds 3 in-ear earbuds (black)
Hear every detail of your favorite songs, talk freely on the phone and play games without lag with HiFuture earbuds. The FlyBuds 3 is
equipped with  4  microphones and supports  ENC technology.  Its  operating time reaches up to  30 hours,  and its  IPX5 water  resistance
allows  you  to  enjoy  the  sound  of  your  audio  of  choice  in  almost  any  circumstances.  Further  advantages  are  the  lightweight  and
ergonomic  design.  Touch panels  provide  convenient  operation,  and  the  original  design  will  delight  most  users.  From now on,  you  will
enjoy enhanced bass sound and fast connection (Bluetooth 5.3) without compromise!
 
Fall in love with music all over again
HiFuture's  specially  patented  technology  will  make  you  appreciate  the  magic  of  any  song  anew.  FlyBuds  3  earbuds  deliver  enhanced
sound, powerful bass and crystal clear audio. Experience how good your playlist can sound with the right equipment!
 
Talk anywhere
Need to make an important phone call, but you're in a crowded shopping mall? Or maybe someone is trying to contact you while you're
waiting  at  a  train  station?  With  FlyBuds  3,  you  can  talk  anywhere  without  interruption.  The  earbuds  are  equipped  with  4  high-quality
microphones  that  accurately  record  your  voice.  In  addition,  thanks  to  the  ENC  function,  background  noise  is  effectively  reduced.  You
don't have to postpone calls anymore!
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Lightweight, ergonomic design
Are you often uncomfortable using earbuds for long periods of time? You can say goodbye to this problem for good by opting for FlyBuds
3! Thanks to its exceptional lightweight and refined design, you can listen to music, podcasts or audiobooks all  day long, enjoying the
comfort you deserve.
 
Practical touch panels
Reaching for your smartphone to manage your music player or answer an incoming call can sometimes be cumbersome. Fortunately, the
HiFuture FlyBuds3 earbuds feature touch panels for convenient operation. Just one touch - now the control is in your hands!
 
Innovative design
The FlyBuds3 earbuds will perfectly complement almost any style. The set also comes with a charging case that features a transparent
design. Thanks to this, you will be delighted not only with the functionality of the equipment, but also with the aesthetic qualities. The
manufacturer has taken care of every detail!
 
30 hours with music
Cut yourself off from your surroundings and immerse yourself in the sounds of your choice whenever you feel like it. HiFuture FlyBuds 3
earbuds can run for 6 hours on a single charge, and the charging case allows you to extend this time for an additional 24 hours, for a
total of up to 30 hours.
 
IPX5 water resistance
Do you play any sports? Or do you often forget your umbrella, which makes you have to walk around without protection from raindrops?
In  any  of  these  situations  you  can  confidently  use  FlyBuds  3.  The  earbuds  are  IPX5  waterproof,  making  them perfect  for  a  variety  of
outdoor activities.
 
Bluetooth 5.3 and fast pairing
Wireless  connection  problems  are  a  thing  of  the  past.  HiFuture  earbuds  use  Bluetooth  version  5.3,  ensuring  stable  and  reliable
transmission. In addition, the pairing process is extremely fast - thanks to the built-in sensor, the earbuds automatically enter Connect
mode as soon as you open the charging case.
 
	Manufacturer
	HiFuture
	Model
	FlyBuds 3
	Audio decoding
	SBC,AAC
	Operating time
	6 hours + 24 hours with charging case
	Waterproof
	IPX5
	Other
	ENC support
	Color
	black
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Antes: € 23.5053

Agora: € 21.00

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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